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Personal
• Compelling
• Contextual
• Journey

Easy
• Frictionless
• Fast
• Effortless

Connected
• Across channels
• Across interactions
• Seamlessly

The 3 things your customers now expect
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Customer service friction: A double-edged sword
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Category Identifiers Rapid Resolutions

Duration “Why does this take so long?” End-to-end automation and robotics accelerate 
outcomes across systems

Identity “Why don’t you already know who I am?” Real-time omni-channel AI to understand each 
customers’ journey, in real-time

Memory “Why do I have to repeat myself?” Case management maintains each customer’s
state across channels, agents, and interactions 

Consistency “Why is the answer different each time?” Real-time omni-channel AI and case management 
powers decisions and processes that are channel-less 

Visibility “Where do I even stand in the process?” Case management supports transparency to avert agent 
interaction altogether 

Empowerment “Why can’t I do this myself?” End-to-end automation lets you redesign your processes 
for digital self-service 

Proactiveness “Why did I even have to ask?” Real-time omni-channel AI uses pattern and event 
detection to anticipate customer needs

Identifying service friction points: Customer-side



Category Identifiers Rapid Resolutions 

Manual sign-on “Why do I need to log into all these systems 
manually, just to get going?”

Robotic desktop automation can be applied
as a personal robot on each agent’s desktop

Siloed 
applications

“Why do I have to deal with so many 
screens and applications?”

Robotic desktop automation and interface “mash-up” 
can hide the complexity from agents 

Manual data 
entry

“Why do I need to use pen & paper to help 
me move info across systems?”

Robotic desktop automation can move information 
across non-integrated applications 

Enterprise 
amnesia

“Why do I have to ask the same question 
they’ve already answered elsewhere?”

Dynamic case management maintains customer’s state 
across channels & interactions 

Dis-
empowerment

“Why do I need to pass this customer from 
person to person?”

Case management and AI-powered “next best action” 
provide channel-less brain and muscle

Failed self-
service

“Why couldn’t they find this information on 
our website?”

Contextual self-service senses customers’ needs and 
surfaces relevant insights

Manual 
wrap-up

“Why do I have to spend so much time 
wrapping up each interaction?”

Robotic desktop automation automates dissemination 
of this information

Identifying service friction points: Employee-side
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“After pursuing omnichannel for almost 
a decade, over 85% of organizations 
have fragmented customer engagement 
channels, leading to inconsistent 
customer experience (CX).”

“Hype Cycle for CRM Customer Service and Customer 
Engagement, 2018” Gartner July 2018



“Channel-less” is the new way forward
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“Channel-less is not 
only easier for a 
customer, it’s also an 
easier concept for 
companies to grasp.”

- Shep Hyken
March 2017



Evolution of omni-channel strategy
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Lacking: Centralized rules, logic, deep understanding of the 
complete customer journey.

Included: Centralized hub that can aggregate in real-time: 
Cases, predictive insight, personalized with understanding of the 

complete end-to-end customer journey.

Channel-led execution

HTTP
VS. ANY CHANNEL, ANY TIME

Channel-less execution

Centralized 
hub



“Contiguous” Experience



Omni-channel?

Channel-less



A Digital Transformation of Customer Service Strategy

Call 
Center ?

Anticipate needs and 
events before they 

become service events

Preemptive
Service

Trigger

App, SMS, Email, T2V

Contain 
and deflect

IVR

Assisted

Self-serve

Offline

Email 

Web, Mobile, Virt. Asst.
Phone

Improve efficacy of 
live interaction

Reduce volume 
& duration of calls

Empower 
customers

Handle calls 
most 
effectively

Accelerate 
resolution

Responsive
Service

Chat, FB Messenger, Twitter, SMS, Video

Reduce propensity 
to call

Detect service needs 
as they happen 

and engage 

Proactive
Service

Trigger

App, SMS, Email, T2V

Moment 
of Need Time

Resolution



The changing role of 
agents in the era of AI

SUPER 
AGENT

Value

Intimacy

Empathy

Complexity

Duration

Impact

Simple 
queries

Repetition

Manual
tasks

24x7

Accessibility



Mapping effort for service strategies



Top client and business “win/wins”

Getting your vision 
over the line: 

Justify 
client
wins
with 
tangible 
business
outcomes



Executing on success: Getting started quickly



Real stories. Real digital success.
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How to get started: 
Key takeaways

• Assess 7 primary friction categories 
(honestly)
– For customers AND employees

• Don’t make the same mistakes of the 
past
– Go channel-less, avoid silos

• Success is much more than AHT
– Move from reactive strategies to 

proactive, preemptive

• Can’t solve 100% overnight
– Get started a journey at time
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